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Guarantee
Sortimo gives you 3 years guarantee on
the Globelyst equipment when installed
by one of our authorized partners.

Crash tested
The Globelyst equipment has been
crash tested successfully and offers
a lot in passive safety.

Compatible
Individual components of the system
are a perfect match and compatible
with each other.
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The order system for safe transportation.
Sortimo T-BOXX

Shelves and Trays

Sortimo L-BOXXes

Sortimo M-BOXX

Practical plastic case with transparent lid.
Therefore the contents of the inset boxes are
always visible. The T-BOXX can be safely
stored in the in-vehicle equipment.

Take advantage of every inch of space in your vehicle.
Spare parts and small parts will find their place on
the shelves and trays from Sortimo Globelyst.

Variable plastic boxes in four sizes.
The L-BOXXes can be clicked together and
transported comfortably as a unit.

Large mobile box with handle. Optionally
available with a lid. The M-BOXX snaps into
the system and can be used as a drawer.

Sortimo S-BOXX
Long
components tray

The drawer boxes come in two widths.
They are ideal as a container for small
parts, spare parts or screws and can
be securely locked on the box floor and
shelf.

The transportation of long objects can be done
within the vehicle. The long components tray sits
on top of the in-vehicle equipment and takes
advantage of the entire vehicle length.

Extensible
We safeguard your investment. Your
Globelyst elements can be extended
exactly to your wishes when you
like to at a later date.

Sortimo Case
The Sortimo legend. The sturdy metal
case comes in many varieties.
In the in-vehicle equipment it can be
fully extended and opened on the
case rails .

Lightweight
The low net weight ensures more
payload capacity and lower petrol
consumption in your daily operations.

Professional
Sortimo – Ideas from professionals
for professionals. All equipment
elements perfectly fulfil the needs
of your industry and your vehicle.

Sortimo
Accessories

Drawers
The practical drawers have a lock
and are stable even at full extension.
With their four different widths
they are perfectly integratable in the
in-vehicle equipment.

Many additional products and original
accessories complete the range and are a
useful complement to the industry-specific
in-vehicle equipment. From the cable holder
to the cable hook all requirements are
covered.

Mobile
workbenches

MaxxiSpaceFrame
MSF

Based on the structure of many
individual components, some Globelyst
elements can be installed in DIY style.

Eco friendly
Globelyst is made of eco friendly materials such as plastic, steel and aluminium that can be completely recycled
after their service life.

Sortimo Globelyst
Sortimo in-vehicle equipment offers plenty
of space for the perfect transportation and
storage of small parts and cargo. The mobile
product ranges such as cases and BOXXes
can be safely stowed.

Shutter and
lift up flap
These parts of the in-vehicle equipment provide additional tidiness and
safety in commercial vehicles.

Case clamp

Cargo bars

It provides for a secure grip for the tool
or machine cases. The containers can be
easily clamped.

Sortimo offers a wide range of lashing and securing
facilities. The cargo bars can be variably used in
the horizontal and vertical position.

Safety floors
The basis of your success. Sortimo has several
safety floors and floor inserts in the range.
The Sortimo Globelyst in-vehicle equipment is
placed on the safety floor.

Transform your commercial vehicle
into a mobile workshop. The mobile
workbenches are available as folding
and extendable versions. They are
all very stable and resilient.

